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Directions for use  

Vacuum DentaComfort Pillow 

The DentaComfort pillow equipment for dental practices is designed to help, 

support and stabilize the patients head and neck during treatment. It is designed 

to be used on most medical dentist chairs and offer ergonomic workplace during 

complex treatments and offer additional safety plus maximum of relaxing and 

comfort for the patient.  

To create desire shape and support with DentaComfort pillow place the pillow 

under the patient´s head and neck and create the desired position, create 

vacuum inside the pillow by using a saliva sucker to make the pillow form stable 

in the desired position.  

Storage 

Store the pillow in room temperature and dry place. 

Specification 

DentaComfort pillow is made of PVC film, latex free outer cover with slide valve. 

Detached inner bag of Nylon filled with granulates of polystyrene. Inner bag is 

designed to control granulates and to prevent any loss of granulates if there 

arise a damage on the outer material.  

Safe usage 

1 Place the pillow under the patient´s head and neck and create the 

desired shape and position by lifting gently on the side with both hands.                      

 



2 Open the slide valve and suck out air with the salvia sucker until the 

desired stability is achieved by the vacuum. It is very quick to take out 

air. 

Do not push too hard on valve towards the pillow, this to make sure you 

have free air flow.     

 

3 Make sure to close the slide valve by sliding the valve to lock position and 

remove the salvia sucker. You have created the desired position; note hardness 

of the pillow is determent by how much air you take out from the pillow.   

  

Warnings and precautions 

Important, do not place the pillow in front of or on the face of a patient. 

Make sure not to have the pillow close to any sharp tools, edges objects, strong 

heat or fire. Always avoid damaging the outside cover.   

Inspect the pillow for any possible damages before use and make sure the pillow 

and valve is in good condition for use. Do not use the pillow if you have 

discovered any damages. 

Cleaning and disinfection 

Clean the pillow with water and soap after use. When called for disinfection it 

can be cleaned with most common disinfectants. Dry the pillow before next 

usage. 

Operational room covers shall be washed according to tags and disinfections 

regulations. 

Warranty  

Warranty 1 (one) year from delivery date. No liability for outer violence or 

damages from improper handling. 

Discard of product 

DentaComfort pillows may be scraped with regular household garbage at the end 

of its duration. Material used in packing is environmentally friendly and can be 

recycled.  

Accessories  

Covers, operational room suitable cotton covers and single use cover (will be 

introduced) 


